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ECC Colleagues, Partners and Sponsors:
What a start to 2022 for the ECC Association. We
kicked-off the year with our inaugural ECC Extra
event in New Orleans which turned out to be a huge
success. With a focus on expanding our footprint into
Louisiana, Alabama and Mississippi, over 330 people
made it to Extra and most importantly, everyone
returned home safely with no COVID exposures
during the 1-1/2 day event.
Last month was even busier with the Sponsors Only
Session (SOS) workshop and the Future Leaders
mid-year meetings AND the launch of our Annual
Conference registration! BASF, Albemarle, and PWC
shared rich content at the SOS workshop sharing
their strategies/views on two featured topics: 1) Workforce Transformation and 2) Digital Trends to Reduce Costs and
Increase Productivity. We also had great speakers from VantagePoint Business Solutions, Clean Energy Services and
Witting Partners at the Future Leaders mid-year meeting with record-setting (and very engaged) 125+ Future Leaders in
attendance.
With the mid-year meetings completed, our focus now turns to the 54th Annual PerspECCtives Conference which will
be hosted at the JW Marriott Hill Country in San Antonio, TX from September 7 – 10, 2022. We chose the INSPIRE
theme to create a positive and energizing platform focused on Change, Leaders, and Innovation. In 2020, we talked about
moving from talk to traction and intentional action required by Owners, Contractors, and Suppliers to create a “one team”
collaborative environment for successful project delivery. Last year, we focused on performing while transforming and
what it took to execute now (during a global pandemic) while evolving for tomorrow. This year’s conference will continue
the conversation, focusing on how companies have embraced change, leadership, and innovation to turn these challenges
into opportunities. We have an excellent lineup of speakers set for San Antonio who will deliver engaging presentations on
topics ranging from our Low Carbon Future to Digitization Acceleration in Capital Projects to one of the most important
challenges facing our industry today – Talent Retention/Attraction Post the "Great Resignation". We are also teaming
up with our charity partner, Bridges to Prosperity, again this year to help them advance their mission of building
trailbridges to better lives in rural areas.
Based on the tremendous turnout for ECC Extra and our mid-year meetings, we know San Antonio will be one of the bestattended conferences in ECC’s 50+ year history. Our brand has been built around promoting thought leadership among
owners, contractors, suppliers, and academia in the global engineering and construction industry and we continue to look
for new, innovative ways to deliver content that can be applied on your capital projects. Following this year’s conference,
we’ll be producing our own set of deliverables with highlights and key takeaways from the conference to further enhance
the value gained by our conference participants. We are in a transformative era and this year’s conference theme is a
great reminder that cautiously participating in the conversation won’t get us there. We are INSPIRED by what’s possible in
our industry and cannot think of a better forum than our annual conference to share it with you.

Make plans to attend 2022 ECC PerspECCtives Conference >> REGISTER NOW
On behalf of the ECC Board and Executive Advisory Committee, we thank you for your generous support and participation
in ECC’s events and look forward to seeing you in San Antonio in September.
Jason S. Kraynek, P.E.
Chair, ECC Executive Board

www.ecc-conference.org

